
MINUTES

ofthe Board of Directors of
CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO 379

Meeting Held
Thursday, June 20th, 2019

ln the office

Address PhoneDirectors

Lloyd Scott President, Treasurer, Secretary
Veronica Phelan-Munroe Vice President
Huma Fazil

Anthony McCooeye
John Donovan

6s83
6595
6669
65358
6551A

837-0992
837-817L
519-709-3L13

890-3486
292-2176

Term of Office

to AGM 2020

to AGM 2019

to AGM 2020

to AGM 2019
to AGM 2019

Present: Property Manager (PM) Barbara Ravanelli

Absent : Nil

Establish a quorum

t. As a quorum was established, the meeting commenced at 6:34 p.m.

Approval of Minutes

2. The minutes for the Board meeting of May 30th were presented in draft for approval via email. The minutes were

approved. The hard copy of the minutes were signed and dated by the secretary and given to the PM for putting them into
the records.

Monthly Financial Reports

3. Lloyd's financial reports for April FY close out and June as of June 19th, sent via email, were reviewed. Lloyd advised

the Board May 30th that the finance department is in a poor state at that time as contractors are not receiving their
payment for work completed. The petty cash has still not been replenished. The end of the 201-8/19 FY (as of April 30) has

not been completed as yet. Reminder letters have not been sent out. They were supposed to have been sent out to Lloyd

for approval by May 20th. Lloyd met with Yawar, the co-owner of CIPM, on June 5th for 2 hours to discuss the problems

bcing cncountcrcd propcrty managcmcnt, Nclia lcaving Junc 30, and the poor performance of the finance department.

An update was provided to the board via email. The company has lost control of the finance department and will have to
make changes very soon! Lloyd sent an after action report to the board June 5th. Lloyd put the Company on Notice re
accounts receivable on June 7th that if the required action in accordance with the condo Act and our By-law 10 art lll (4) is

not followed the Company would be responsible to reimburse the corporation. Yawar is expected to report back to Lloyd

the week of June 10th with his corrective actions. Lloyd spoke with Laura, the head of accounting June 13th, concerning the
way ahead and the payment of invoices. Yawar did not respond. Lloyd confirmed that the finance section is still having

major difficulties and have hired new staff to cope. Lloyd has been kept in the dark re reminder letters and owners that
should have gone to lien. Lloyd is the approver of the reminder letters and sending an owner to lien and he has had no

correspondence on the subject although he has requested them. Rene has now been paid and Lloyd has received the petty
cash replenishment.

4. New financial codes required effective May 1't. Nelia advised April 29th that we are to continue with the old codes

for another year due to problems with the BDO coding system. No action at this time.

5. Possible litigation. Water flood at 65358 causing major damage to two units - 65358 and 6535A and minor
damage to three other units April 19th, 2OL7. On December LL'h,2O!7 the owner of 6535A indicated that she will be taking



litigation action re the status certificate and extra costs that they encountered. No further correspondence has been

received to date. Lloyd wrote Nancy at DHA June 13th, 2018. Nancy advised we have to keep the file open for 2 years to be

safe until December 1,t,2Ot9. No action at this time.

6. Review and digitalization of our files. The files are to be reviewed IAW our Policy and old data, which is not

required to be kept, destroyed. The remaining storage would be kept in the office. This action is being delayed until the fall

of 2019 due to other priorities. No action at this time.

Reserve Fund savings plan.

7. No new GlCs are expected prior to November. No action at this time.

Status Certificate

8. No action at this time

Parking Report

9. The May report was provided by the PM for our review. Spot P68 has been allocated to 65498.

Contracts requiring renewal

10. Snow removal contract 2OL}/2O To 2023124. Lloyd advised that he had a discussion with Yannick on May 29'h

concerning the over 254 CMs costs in the contract. Yannick advised in an email on May 30th that the contract could be

amended for overage costs from $210 plus HST to StgO plus HST. The Board agreed to accept the revision. Lloyd advised

Landtech and the revised contract was sent to Landtech for printing and signatures Jun 2nd. Lloyd sent an email to Yannick

June12th. Yannicksignedpriortothemeetingandtheboardsignedatthemeeting. Acopyofthesigneddocumentistobe
sent to Landtech by the PM. ltem closed.

1'J.. Lloyd met with Yannick to go over the snow removal damages May 29th as well as other landscaping issues. He has

already repaired the broken retaining wall between 6541 and 6545 plus the repair to a damaged bollard in the same area.

Repairs to the lawns, for snow removal damage, were completed June 3'd. ltem closed.

Reports

!2. Annuat CAO report between Jan 1" and March 31't each year via electronic means. Vaalea submitted our return

Feb 9th, 2019. No action at this time.

13. Notice of Change to the annual report, if applicable, within 30 days of the change via electronic means. No further
action required at this time.

t4. Periodic lnformation Certificate (PlC) twice per year - no later than Sep 30th (as of end July) and Mar 3l't (as of
end January) for our Corporation. The next report is as of end July. No action at this time.

15. tnformation Certificate Update (lCU) within 30 days of a change to the PlC. ASAP if the insurance policy has been

terminated but no later than 30 days. No action at this time.

16. New Owner lnformation Certificate (NOIC) within 30 days once the owner has complied with the provision of
their name and unit number IAW Section 46.I(2).



Director Training and disclosure

L7. CAO Director's online training course. John advised that he is finished and has provided a copy of his certificate

for the files. ltem closed.

18. CCI advanced director's course for John. He has been scheduled for June 8th and 9th at a cost of 5255 plus HST =

S288.15. The PM has made the arrangements and paid via her credit card. John updated the board on the course re

content and suitability. He advised that it was very worthwhile and recommended it. lnvoice has not been received.

Maintenance ltems

19. Chimney cleaning. Lloyd advised that all owners that did not have the inspection completed in 2017/tB will have

to have it completed in 2019 IAW Rule 37 and new rule 34. A quote from Capital Chimney Sweeps for S22.00 per unit;

525.00 per caulking; and a cost for inspection and cleaning of the fireplace of 550 per unit both plus HST was confirmed by

Lloyd Apr 11th. Owners will have to make their own arrangements for the inspection if they decide to use the company.

Lloyd spoke with Capital Chimney and they confirmed that the¡r inspectors are WETT certified. The dates for the cleaning,

caulking and owner's cleaning/inspection are the 4th and 5th of June 2019. Notices have been sent out to all

owners/residents April 18th. Update required re the owners who have completed the inspection once the inspection has

been completed. A reminder notice will be sent out on May 31't. Not done. Some owners have questioned the

requirement to have their firebox inspected this year as they have had it completed a year ago and they rarely use the

fireplace. As long as we have a copy of the completed inspection on file and that the usage has not changed there is no

requirement to have it done again this year unless the inspection report advised otherwise. Report on the number of
returns from the owners including prior years. 66554 had a death in her family and was not able to attend the chimney

cleaning. Lloyd advised the PM that we would make arrangements when she returns and pay for any extra costs. lnvoice

required and an update as to who has complied with having an inspection completed. A spreadsheet showing who has

completed the certification indicated that there are 30 out of 104 that have submitted a certificate. The PM was requested

to see if we could arrange for another day on a weekend to obta¡n bulk costing. The PM is to prepare a letter to the
owners who have not complied. As we do not have any certificate that the fireboxes are safe to use, they must not be

used until an inspection and certificate is provided. We will keep a record of the completions on the unit's file and a new

owner will be advised that we cannot state that the firebox is safe to use. We will also advise the insurance company if
there should be a fire in the unit attributable to the firebox that an inspection has not been completed as required.

20. 66158 water marks reported below the skylight Nov 7th, 20L7. Aquote from Honey was received May 22nd for

51,656.86 tax in. lt does not ínclude replacing of the insulation in the attic. The quote from Honey was approved. lf the

insulationintheatticisstill wetthenitshouldbereplaced. Theworkwill becompletedtheweekofthelTthto24thofJune.

2t, 65358 reported a leak in his skylight Oct 10th and requested it is reviewed when the roofer is on site to do 66158.

lnspected by OMS Feb 8'h. No report provided with the invoice. The owner advises that the leak is still there. Lloyd

contacted Kevin Campbell on March 12th. Kevin stated that he was not contacted. Lloyd approved him attending to units

66158, 66098 and 65358 ASAP. Confirmation is required of the outside repair work being completed. Done. Quote from
Honey Constructiolì receivecl June 1lth for 51,72325 tax in was approved by the Board via email June 11'h. Lloyd advised

the PM to make the arrangements. The work will be completed the week of the 17th to 24th of June.

22. All small plastic signs on the front door of the office and the 7 hydro/cable/phone boxes are to be replaced. Rene

to remove the old signs and install the new ones. Received June 7th. lnvoice from Western Signs was received and

approved and coded. Item closed.

23. 6661 cold air along the walls on the first floor Apr 18. Honey Construction reviewed on Nov 7th and provided a

quote. PM sent a quotation to Lloyd on Nov 7,20'1,8. lt was decided to have OMS (Bob Sauvé) attend to make his

recommendation. Lloyd suggested that the cold may be coming from the air intake (a 4 inch hole in the wall) for the older

furnace. The OMS report confirming their findings has not been provided to date. The Board was advised that an inspection

by OMS was not completed and that the information being reported to the Board at previous meetings was the



conversation that Lloyd had with Bob at OMS. The inspection was completed by OMS. The report has been received. No

action to be taken was reported. The PM is to make sure that the owner has been advised.

24. 6535 front entrance step at walkway Rubaroc (now Rubber F/X) has fallen off May 31, 2018. Lloyd has received a

quote for the repair S1OO and the repair will be made when the garage door entrances are done in the spring. Waiting for
the weather to cooperate. Lloyd is in contact with the contractor.

25. 66518 2 screens to be replaced 2018. Window crank in bay window not working Jul 23,2018. The Owner has

been given Enertight's number so that contact may be made. The Owner has requested that this be done in the spring. Not

reported as being completed to date.

26. Removal of the cedar trees on the small hill to the east of the visitor parking lot in the 6601 - 6635 section. The

Board agreed that there was no requirement to remove the trees. Rene cleaned up the area by removing any small trees

and trimming the branches. ltem closed.

27. Water leaking from 66038 into 66034 emergency report Nov 17th. Letters with the charge back invoices for the

initial call out and subsequent action taken to stop the problem were sent to the owners the week of April 8th. Lloyd

advised the PM at the April 18th meeting that 56038 is not showing up in the outstanding accounts receivable report. lt is
still not showing up at the last report Lloyd received as of end April financials. The PM is to confirm that recovery action is
being made.

28. 65418 living room window appears to be leaking from the top of the sill Dec 10th. A work order was submitted to
OMS Dec 10th. Report was included in the meeting package. At the time of inspection all was dry. Potential entry points

are caulking around the door and window in the room above, running down behind the siding to the top of the window
frame and then into the unit's living room. Repair action would be done in the spring. Enertight has been requested to
action.

29. 66014 - 4 windows and the sliding door are leaking cold air reported Jan 30. Enertight advise minor air leaking at

the windows which they did not recommend doing, the door requires a new weather stripping. Lloyd approved repair

action as recommended by Enertight once he received the report. The work is being scheduled. lnvoice required.

30. 65518 frozen balcony door leading from the bedroom Jan 2l-'t. PM to verify the action that was taken. Enertight

has been tasked via email to investigate.

3l-. 66098 water leak at skylight Feb 5th. lnvestigated by OMS Feb 8th. Quote from Honey received May 22nd for

51,429.45 tax in. The quote from Honey Construction has been approved. The PM is to advise the company and arrange

for the repairs. The attic insulation should be checked to determine if it should be replaced and replaced if needed. The

work will be completed the week of the 17th to 24th of June.

32. 6561 trapped a rat in their unit Feb 6th. PM spoke with Regionex and they confirmed that rat sightings have

occuned in r.lur area and recornlnend putting out 8 traps at a nronthly cost of 595.00 plus HST as a preventive measure.

The board approved. The bait stations are made so cats and dogs cannot have access inside the boxes. Young kids cannot

lift them up as they are screwed to a cement block. Squirrels can access the boxes. We would need to start the process in

April. All open vents that are broken or have screens missing should be repaired ASAP and an inspection should be done to
ensure that there are no holes or openings around the foundation. The PM is to task Rene to do the job now that he has

returned. Lloyd requested a notice be sent to atl residents explaining what is being done and why May 2nd. lnvoice

received for the rat treatment inside the garage of 6561 (584.75) and a second invoice for traps outside (5254.25). During

the spring inspection it was found out that the owner of 6577 also caught a rat at their rear patio. The notice to the
owners has not been sent out. The PM advised that it will be sent to Lloyd for approval the week of June 3'd. Not done.

Regionex reported that they were going to remove the traps at the end of June. The owner reports that the issue has not
been resolved. Confusion. The PM to determine the way ahead. lf necessary we will go to another independent company.

This is the first complaint that we have re the use of Regionex as far as Lloyd can remember. The owner has advised that



regardless what we do he is hiring a contractor himself. He was advised that he will not be reimbursed. The owner may

hire any company to do work inside his unit boundaries.

33. Window cleaning contract - Cody annual contract year 2 - for late May or early June. PM to make the

arrangements from the lait meeting April 18th. Best dates that they could get by mid-May were for the week of July 2nd.

The Board approved. Notices were sent out to the owners and residents June 20th.

34. Site spring inspection. The inspection has been completed. Lloyd is collating the findings.

35. 6633 owner inspection on taking ownership. Several items were included in general terms requiring repairs to the
common elements. The owner offered a copy of the inspection. Received June LLth. What has to be done? Rene? The PM

has been requested to confirm what repairs are necessary and task Rene if he can do the repairs or if not, obtain other
contractors.

a. Some or all the exterior light fixtures and/or electrical outlets will require sealing around their perimeters.

b. one or more eavesdropping in need of repair
c. there are some grading issues around the perimeter of this home especially in front path leading to the

front door
d. Joints between dissimilar and sometimes similar materials, such as siding to concrete, stucco to metal

flashings, stucco to window and door frames, brick to siding, etc., should be sealed and caulked in order to prevent

moisture and insect infiltration into the structure
e. Garage sectional door is slightly damaged
f. One or more pipes and/or wires were observed to be in need of sealing around their perimeters.

Recommendation: Seal around all exterior penetrations into the home as needed. lf possible, it should be sealed

from inside the home as well. This will prevent moisture, insect and air infiltration.
g. Some or all the exterior light fixtures are loose on the wall. Recommend repair as appropriate.

h. Window Per¡meters - One or more windows will r:equire re-caulking to prevent moisture and insect

infiltration. Failure to do this could lead to moisture damage to the framing of the home along with the formation
of mold.
i. Small roof section - There are no kick-out flashings used at the roof-to-wall intersection(s). This condition

allows moisture to run down the wall and contributes to component damage. Recommendation: lnstall proper kick

out flashing
j. lce damming was observed on the roof. The cause may be from one or more problems such as heat loss

into the attic/roof and/or a low sloped roof.
k. 2nd floor exhausts may be venting into the att¡c space. Failure to properly exhaust a vent could cause

serious damage to the roof and the attic space in general. Recommendation: lmmediate evaluation and

repair. Outside vent for BR exhausts? There was some apparent mold coating the surface of some of the roof
sheathing within the attic. Mold needs moisture to thrive, however, no evidence of a leak was observed

l. patio door screen completely damaged and needs replacement

36. Dryer vent cleaning. Note that some of the villa units have moved their dryers to the ground floor. The company

will have to be advised which ones so that the proper vents are done. Ottawa Duct Cleaning quote of 56,435.35 tax in has

been approved (same as 2Ot7 h8l. The PM is to make the arrangements as soon as possible. The date has been confirmed

as June 18th. Notices were sent out June 1-2th. The invoice was received and sent for payment. ltem closed.

37. 6669 grass installed last year has not taken to date. Lloyd advised that Landtech stated that they will replace the
sod at no charge. Not done as yet. PM to contact Landtech.

38. Ants reported at 6601AApril 30. Regionex has no record of this request. PM to confirm the requirement

39. 66054 fire under deck May 1". Pictures were taken. The electrician SBL provided a report May 2nd indicating that
the fire may have been started by the fridge stored under the deck power cable although apparently the breaker did not

trip. Lloyd requested the PM to obtain a fact statement from the owner who put out the fire. The owner provided a report
on May 3'd and it was finally sent to Lloyd on May 29th. Repair quote(s) is required. Responsibility for the repair is the



owner's. lnfractions were also noted re the tarp and the storage of the propane tank under the deck. The PM is to action

as no action has been taken to date. Lloyd is rewriting the proposed letter from the PM. Post note: sent to all June 22nd for
comments and sending out June 24th.

40. 66074 ants May 7th. Regionex has attended. Waiting for the invoice.

4!. 65378 water coming in through the kitchen wall May 13th. OMS inspected the unit May 13th. Water line from a

previous connection to a fridge was leaking (dripping) as the control tap had been accidently turned on. Estimated cost is

about 55K. No common elements involved and it is below our insurance deductible threshold. Owner responsibility.

lnvoice received for the call out of OMS for 5169.50 to be recovered from the owner. A letter was hand delivered to the

unit. Confirm recovery action has been taken. The PM is requested to confirm that recovery action has been taken.

42. 6665 garage door weather stripping required May 21't. Appears to be a problem with CIPM providing direction to

Al Parsons. PM to review. Lloyd not on the most recent correspondence June 1-8th with Al Parsons.

43. 6559 resident has complained about the tree over the driveway dropping sap March 29th. The owners of 6665 and

6667 requested the pine trees in front of their house be removed as the sap is dripping onto their cars. Lloyd contacted

Manotick Tree for a quote. He also requested a quote to trim the tree at 6661. Trimming of the tree behind 6633 and

6571-, requested by the owners, to be included with dead branches removed. Tree at 6519 to be removed - sap problem

based on where the owner has to park at the very end of the driveway. Lloyd attended when Manotick Tree inspected the

property June 7th. The quote was received and Lloyd sent the quote to the board June 8th for ap.proval. Total cost is

54,265.7Stax in. The Board approved via email and Lloyd advised the contractor and the PM June 10th. Lloyd sent a notice

to the owners and residents of the applicable units June 11-th. The PM was requested to also send via email if applicable or

mail to nonresident owners. Trees have been removed and pruning completed. lnvoice received and returned for
payment. The stumps will be removed later in July once the locates have been completed. lnvoice will be coming for the

stumps.

44. 66414 step in rear patio broken and requires replacement May 22nd. The owner has been advised that we will wait

until the inspection of the decks is completed. The broken step will have priority. Lloyd to contact BLP to determine if any

work is required on the deck. Post note: the inspection was not able to be completed as the gate was locked and there

were stored items under the deck. Another inspection attempt will have to be done. The owner is to be advised May 31't

thatthestepwill notbereplaceduntil theinspectioniscompleted. Lloydagreedtoreplacethebrokenstepsat664lAJune
10th. Honey Construction completed the replacement. The invoice has been received and sent for payment. The engineer

has not completed an inspection of the deck.

45. 66038 black line opposite the skylight could be shingles lifting? Picture sent to Campbell roofing May 23'd. Lloyd

sent an email to Kevin CampbellJune 1"t. Campbell has not replied.

46. 6507A/B animals in lower balcony between the balcony floor and the bottom soffit cover area May 27th. Lloyd

attended and found two or three red squirrels playing in the planters on the lower balcony of 65058. He owner of 65074

confirmed that they were in between the balcony and the soffit as stated. Reglonex has been called out. lrrvoice required.

47. 6583 ant problem May 29th. Cancelled by owner. ltem closed.

48. Landscaping - top dressing and seeding for units 6575 to 6591for 51779.75 tax in was approved by the board via

email. Also the rear hill dead wood and branches behind 6575 to 6555 are to be removed cost 5847.50 tax in. The board

approved via email. Lloyd advised Landtech June 2nd. Top dressing completed June 3'd. Branches cleanup completed June

l-1th. lnvoice required.

Reserve Fund Repairs

49. The extended decks are safe except for the lattice work which require supports every 4 inches. The work has not

been completed. The PM drafted a notice to the applicable owners and sent a copy for review to Lloyd on November 8th.



Lloyd is reviewing and has taken pictures. Lloyd contacted the engineer Feb 23'd, 2018. The engineer provided the code

requirements for the railings March 28. Lloyd still has questions and he will contact the engineer. Once understood, Lloyd

will prepare a revised letter to go to the owners once the board approves of the action required. Lloyd received the final

code required for understanding April 10th. Lloyd prepared a letter to be sent to the 4 owners and sent it to the board for
review June 3 which was not approved. lt was decided that, as the boards of the past had approved the modification and

the owners have accepted the approval as having the deck extensions being correctly installed to code, the board now must

fix the problem. Honey Construction will be requested to provide a quote for the 4 units -6641A,6647A,66514 and

66534. The PM is to advise the owners and obtain the quote. The PM needs more info and will have to contact Lloyd for
clarification. Not done. lt will have to be scheduled when the decks are being repaired following the deck inspection.

50. Engineer update report re the repairs to the decks "4" units scheduled for 2019. The BLP engineer has agreed to
do the deck inspections on May 27th. The owners and residents will have to ensure that the rear patio is cleaned up and

that there is nothing under the decks. Two letters are to go out to the applicable owners and residents "4" units -the first
is a warning of the inspection and the second a reminder a week before the actual inspection. The first letter did not go

out. The second and only notice was hand delivered by Rene on May 23'd. Emails were also sent to those who get notices

via email. Lloyd advised that the inspection was completed on Tuesday May 28th but the results are not available as yet.

Lloyd's walk around post the inspection indicated that there were 13 decks that were not cleared out and therefore the
inspection is incomplete. lnspection of the 13 is being scheduled forJune 24th. PM to advise the applicable unit residents

and owners. Once the inspections are completed Lloyd will make arrangements for the repairs.

51. lnstallationof RubberF/Xat4garagedoorentrancesandrepairat6535. Theremaining4andtherepairat6535
will not be able to be completed until the spring/summer. Owners will be advised by Perfect Surfacing to leave their garage

doors open for about 2 days. Charge to the reserve fund. Weather has not been suitable. Perfect Surfacing will advise

when the job can be completed. Lloyd will confirm when the work can be done. There are 7 garage door entrances that
have had damage to their F/X over the winter and will be included in the work - 6525,6559, 6561, 6567, 6575, 6577, and

6661. Email sent to Perfect Surfacing June 3'd by Lloyd. Still waiting for favorable weather Jun 4th. Post note: another email

sent June 22"d by Lloyd.

52. lnsufficient water drainage behind units 6545 - 6549 October 3O'h,2017. The PM and Lloyd met with a contractor,

Sandline, May 2L't. His quote has been received for 56,200 plus HST. He recommends two catch basins and a re-sloping of
the area. He will use 4 inch pipe. A third quote was received for $8,800 plus HST. The Board approved Sandline's quote of

56,200plusHSTonJune12th. Lloydinformedall June12th. WorkisexpectedtobestartedthefirstweekofJulydepending
on locates (they are way behind at this time). The contract was signed at the meeting. PM to provide a signed copy to the
contractor.

53. Replace the hydro/cable/phone boxes at the end of the terrace home units. Lloyd has taken over this project.

Rene advised Lloyd that he will make major repairs to the worst one and the cost is expected to be about 52,000. The

board approved. Over time he will do them all. He is currently working on 6611. The Board approved the colour that was

on the panel in the garage for review which is a tan colour. Rene is in a holding pattern until CIPM has straightened out
their payment capabilities as he will be out of pocket for the project until completion and will need to be reimbursed ASAP

following completion. He has started again and will need board agreement on the completion prior to him starting another
one.

54. Paint lines and bollard numbers for all parking lots July 2019. The plan is to have the lines and numbers painted in

the summer when school is out. Parking spot numbers are to be on the bollards. Approval to use the school and church
parking lots would be required for the day. Lloyd requested a quote be obtained from Rystenbil Custom Services including

crack filling and resurfacing the driveways along Bilberry Dr. May 6th. Lloyd met with the contractor May 30th and provided

a copy of the condo layout with the parking numbers and visitor spots identified. Rystenbil quoted 5450 plus HST for the
lines, curbs & numbers on the bollards. They also walked the property and recommended filling noticed cracks on the
driveways, sidewalks and the parking lots at a cost of 5950.00 plus HST. Lloyd recommended via email that the painting

would be charged to the reserve fund, as it had been included in the painting allocation for this year, and the crack filling be

charged to the operating account. The Board approved the quote and allocations. The PM is to advise the contractor. The

workisscheduledforJulyl0th. Theschool andchurchhavebothbeencontactedandapprovedtheuseoftheirparkinglots



for the project. A notice will have to go out to the residents before the crack filling is to be done as the crack filling material

is tar and very sticky if you were to walk on it. Also all vehicles must be removed from the property that day to allow the
painting and crack filling. Should stay off the property until about 5 pm to allow drying.

55. Painting of high surfaces to be done. The siding should last 40 years according to the reserve fund study whereas

the painting only lasts 2 to 3 years. lt is cost effective to go with siding. Lloyd also found five "4" shaped areas at the top of
the villas that are also wood and should be included in the quotes. The Board approved the siding subject to the
Condominium Act article 97. Lloyd reviewed all high areas for painting or siding. Completed June 4th. Lloyd prepared an

update for a revised quote. Lloyd sent the request for quote to Honey Construction and requested the PM to obtain 2

otherquotesJune4thwitharesponsedateofJunelTth. Onlytwoquoteswereobtained-noteall quotesaretaxincluded:

a. Honey Construction for option #1 - paint all 5 villa top triangles, 12 villa decorative panels, and 18 terrace

home triangles over the entrancewâls = 529,713.35; option # 2 To convert the 5 villa decorative top panels

(triangles) and the 12 villa panels to aluminum siding using the same colour, or as close as possible, as the panels

and triangles are now = $29,453.45; and option # 3 to paint only the 18 bottom decorative triangles over the
entranceways of the terrace home units = $r0,977.95.

b. Ottawa Maintenance Solutions (OMS) for option gl = $13,560; option ç2 = $8,927; and option #3 for

55,424. Lloydverifiedthequoteinwritingtoensurethatitwasaccurateasitisabout%of thefirstquote. OMS

quote was accepted by the Board.

c. The cost to replace the 5 villa upper triangles and t2villa panels for $8,927 would equate closely to the
costs to replace the triangles and panels with the same or better wood. The money has already been allocated ín

the reserve fund for this FY. Consequently, there is no requirement to go to the owners for approval IAW the Act

97 (2) (cl. The cost to just do painting would be 58,136 for the same triangles and panels which is no longer

required. The difference would have to be more than 54,250 in the FY (!% of the annual budget). The actual cost

would be a saving to the painting allocation every FY. Also, there would be approximately $9,000 remaining in the
reserve account to replace all of the lower wood panels when required. The Board approved.

SPRING INSPECTION

56. The mailboxes are looking shabby and should be replaced. A count will be necessary to determine the exact

number of each to purchase (Veronica to provide). Lloyd suggests that only the ones thot clearly require replacing be

replaced to reduce the budget requirement for 20L9/20. To be reviewed during the spring inspection. Not done. Veronica

to review.

57. Eavestrough issues- Lloyd met with Precision our eavestrough contractor on Tuesday Oct 16th, 2018 to review all

eavestrough issues. The work cannot be done in 2018 and will be scheduled for spring/summer once the ice and snow has

gone and the walk around inspection is completed. A quote is required. Lloyd suggested that the building 6595 to 6589 be

done in the rear instead of the rear of 6575 to 6585. A meeting with the contractor is being scheduled by Lloyd. Lloyd was

informed that Capital Chimney also does eavestrough work and could be cheaper. Lloyd has received the quote and is
questioning the labour charges. Another quote should be obtained due to the cost. PM to obtain.

a. 6583 eavestrough problem above the front door May 29th, 2017. No problem this past winter. Can be

66094 first floor front roof drain pipe is split and requires replacement Oct 12th, 2016.

6595/6593 has a problem with the eavestrough in the top rear Nov 2"d,2077 .

6589 eavestrough plugged in rear where the 2 units join July 6th, 2018

removed from the list. ltem closed

b.

c.

d.



e. 666geavestroughissueatgarageduringheavyrain. July24,2O!8. Renecleanedtheeavestroughbutthe
owner states that the problem continues during a heavy rain. To check the amount of water being fed into the
lower garage eavestrough. Needs rerouting.

f. 65398 eavestrough broken ¡ssue at back around the fireplace wall Sep !7th,2078.

g. 6663 garage gutter needs replacement.

h. Rear of 6575 to 6585 should be replaced. To be confirmed we may do 6589-6595 instead. Neither needed

this FY. ltem closed.

i. Eavestrough issues with the lower eavestrough in the front at 6507A noted April 23'd. lt appears that the
exhaust pipe at the bottom across the walkway was plugged with sod. Lloyd spoke with Rene June 2nd and

requested him to clean out the pipe. Completed. The owner of unit 65078 advised Lloyd on June 10th that the pipe

is still overflowing. There may be an additional blockage. Lloyd asked Rene to check. He removed the blockage in

the eavestrough. Confirmed by the owner of 65078 that it is now functional. ltem closed.

j. Flashing under 1-9 villa rear patio doors will be quoted on as well. Capital cannot do these.

58. 66558 main balcony piece missing below siding, upper balcony outdoor trim on right side of door is rotting; upper

balcony door seal needs to be replaced as it is leaking during a rain storm. Owner requests repairs are done August 20 to
24,2OL8. Not done. To be reviewed in the spring with the other balcony inspections. Refer to item 59 below.

59. Repairs required at the upper balcony areas around the window frames. A review of all balconies areas will have

to be included in the spring inspection. Lloyd discussed with BLP to determine the cost of having the inspection done at the

same time as the deck inspection. BLP will advise the cost as they will have to hire a company to provide the ladders and a

laborer for safety reasons. Lloyd is arranging with BLP.

60. Trees in rear patios. Tree(s) are to be removed by the owners IAW rule 53 annex A (f2Xa). Lloyd completed an

inspection June 2nd and found 5 units that have trees in their pat¡o areas - 6515,65l-7,6525,6569, and 6581-. PM to act¡on.

Declaration, By-Laws and Rules

61. lnsurance deductible by-laws may be grandfathered. To be confirmed. Our By-Law is still in effect. Phase 2 of the

revision to the Act was expected to be implemented on February 1st, 2018. No implementation Regulation changes to
date. CIPM advised that the cost to review the Declaration and By-laws is S1,500 using DHA. Nancy advised the cost to
update a Declaration was 52,500 + HST and the By-laws 52,000 + HST. The PM advised that the costs would be much higher

as she noticed at her other corporations who have amended their documents. Getting the required votes will be a major

challenge once the documents are drafted. No change to date.

Modification to common elements

62. All modifications to the common elements will be reviewed and new modification documents will be prepared for

owner's signatures as necessary. Huma has completed about 50% of the inspections but was unable to complete the
project. She provided what has been done to Lloyd. Huma has volunteered to complete the project over the summer. A

review of whot has olready been done will have to be mode as there ore new owners. Huma is aware.

63. Modification schedule 2 for unit 6667 front garden is to be signed April 23'd, 2018. Not signed by the Board to
date. Lloyd sent a copy of the document to Becky for update and preparation for our signature Jan 28th, 2019. The PM to
take action. Signed. Copy to be sent to the owner. ltem closed.

64. Modification schedule 2 for 6569 before sale. Form sent to the owner for signature April 15th with no response.

The PM is to follow up. Form not signed.



65. 6669 Extra 5 patio stones in the rear patio schedul e 2 for approval. Signed. ltem closed.

66. 6589 schedule 2 for patio stones which was approved June 19th 2018 has still not been received by the owner.

They complained about the eavestrough being blocked and have not received any response. Both complaints were

received by Lloyd May 23'd. Lloyd advised that he would obtain a copy of the signed document and have it sent to them'

He also apologized for not having a response sent re their original complaint. The modification has not been found as yet.

Lloyd requested that if CIPM cannot find the legal document then he will have to have another copy completed for the

owner. New copy signed and to be sent to the owner. ltem closed.

lnfraction letters

67. lnfractions. Lloyd will prepare a policy concerning how the infractions are to be handled. Lloyd advised that

although there is no formal policy at this time if an infraction is found then a letter is to go to the owner indicating the rule

infraction (quoted) and reference to Rule 1. Follow up is essential. The bicycles are still being chained to the light

posts/signs and are to be removed. PM to identify who they belong to or send a letter to the owners/residents of the area

advising them to have them removed permanently IAW Rule # 32'

OLD BUSINESS

68. AGM 2018 - speed bumps or other similar methods of slowing the traffic on Bilberry Dr. Bilberry Dr. is planned for

a traffic calming review. No noticeable result so far. Lloyd contacted Mr. Monette May 2nd and one sign showing the actual

speed will be installed due to budget limitations. Location TBD. Not done as yet. There is a new councilor and Lloyd will

follow up with him. Not done as yet. Called on April 25th. Spoke with Lisa from the councilor's office May 7th. The signs are

supposed to be installed. She will look into it further. A new 40 speed limit has been installed going south before the bus

stop.

69. Community website. All owners were advised of the new website over the weekend of April 26'h,20!8. What has

been the take-up by the owners/board? Very little take-up 39 of 104. Lloyd has used the site to review the owners and

residents for contact info and that is all. To date the use is questionable as the data is still not dependable. Lloyd checked

the board site and there are errors. Lloyd will take action with Yawar and /or Nelia as necessary. Discussed at the meeting

with the CIPM staff on January 30th and again on May 17th. Lloyd is the only board member using the portal. To date we

have not needed the site. Lloyd will discuss with Yawar and report to the Board. lf we decide to make use of the site then

what do we want included? lt is already included in our contract. To be revisited in the fall.

70. property manager's biweekly watk through reports. A report was received with pictures Dec L7th, 2018. A walk

around inspection was completed Jan 4'h,2OL9 - nothing reported requiring action. No other reports reported' The PM

advised that she will resume walkabouts on June 1st. An inspection was made but the report was not received'

7!. Water shutoff for "B" units. Apparently there may be different shutoffs in the unit. We will have to request each

owner to confirm the location within thelr unit. The PM is to prepare a letter to the "8" unit owlrers to verify the shutoff

location is correctly stated as being at the hot water heater. Lloyd reviewed a draft letter. Revised and approved Oct 9.

Some responses have come in and the PM provided a spreadsheet indicating their responses. More responses are

required. The PM is to send a reminder letter to the owners who have not responded. Not done. The PM will prepare a

letterforapproval. Responsesarebeingreceivedandareportisexpectedtheweek of 24'^to28thofJune.

72. Tenant's registration rental/lease document (Act 33) is not up to date June 19th and again Sep 4th. Four units were

identified as not having submitted the form. The owners ignored a request on September 18th and a reminder is being sent

on October 1". Neither correspondence was seen by Lloyd. 6569 owner requested under what authority this is required.

Lloyd advised the PM assistant that it was the Act article 83. Letter was to be sent out. Lloyd requested info from Becky

Nov 26th. Becky is working on it. She is olso to prepore a letter to all owners advising them of the rental/eose notice

requirement of the Act 83 ofter the meeting in Jonuory. Not done. Project should be completed by April 30th' Not done.

The letter is to be prepared ASAP for Lloyd's approval. Not done. Working on it'



73. Hydro reimbursement for 2Ot8/L9 for the 19 units who pay for the 4 entrance lights outside their units - 2 lights in

the case of 65374. To be sent out April 30th. Sent to CIPM Apr 8th. Confirmed that notices and email have gone out as of
April 30th. Payment will not be made until June according to the finance department.

74. Spring newsletter. The board approved the release. Lloyd sent it to the PM June 2nd for distribution. Sent out June

12th. ltem closed.

NEW BUSINESS

75. AGM planning - room at the school and recording secretary. Lloyd will prepare the advance notice with Vaalea

and the PM for mid-September. AGM should be scheduled for November 7th. The PM advised that the date hs been

approved by the school board. Documents are to be finalized.

76. A new kitchen vent is now installed on the wall facing the parking lot of 6545A. There has been no approval for

this. ls the old vent still connected or has it been sealed off? No response from the owner to date.

77. Enertight annual caulking project to continue this year at a cost of $5,000 plus HST paid out of the reserve fund.

Enertight has been advised and will be providing a list of the units that will be completed. Lloyd will advise once received

from Enertight.

78. The owner of 66054 parking spot feels that the spot is not suitable for the owner due to the office building

protrusion. The owner has asked for another spot (29 years no complaint from other owners). Rental spot #69 is now

available. lf the owner of 65054 agrees, the board will make the change permanent moving spot for 65054 to P69 and spot

96 to rental. The PM to advise acceptance.

79. 66474 fence damage reported June 5th. Rene fixed it June 11th. ltem closed.

80. 66534 Lloyd received a letter from the owner re poor venting in the kitchen above the stove and the main floor

bathroom. The wind and cold that comes through is bad. The owner spoke with Rene and apparently Rene has the proper

vents to rectify this problem. Rene to make the repairs. PM tasked Rene June 14th.

81. 65018 ants June 13th. Regionex called out. Waiting for the invoice and report.

NEXT MEETING

82. Next meeting is scheduled October 3rd.

Adjournment

83. The meeting was adjourned at 8.15 p.m. 5 fr
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